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SOME THOUGHTS ON THINGS TO COME
So the dust has started to settle on the General Election which has produced a Government with a
good majority as we arrive in the twenties. The last decade has been fraught with pretty much
insignificant majorities or deals amongst political opponents which has led to both friction and
internal squabbles as both sides in the partnership compromise over policy where they would rather
have not.
Hopefully what we now have is a Government which can move
direction or another irrespective of whether we like it or not. All
that said the New Government has pretty much an unknown
quantity of new MP’s and who knows what their agenda or
influence might be?
So what might this means for many of the agenda items which
over the last decade have regularly reared their heads. Well to a
certain extent it rather depends on both strategic aims and also
who within the Department of Transport may be leading them and their influence and desire. We
know that the Secretary of State for Transport remains for the time being Grant Shapps as do
others who previously were in the department but equally we are aware that there is potentially a
major reshuffle likely in the coming months so what have we in store and appreciate please that
this is my opinion.
It is unlikely that there will be any rewrite of the British Road Safety
Statement as when it was published in July 2019 it was given a two
year shelf life with its 74 recommendations and with the same
Government I think that we can be confident that this will remain the
blue print although we might find other things added alongside in due
course.
There is no doubt that the twenties is going to be heavy influenced by
a continuing sustainable transport approach aimed at improving air
quality and reducing harmful emissions and it is difficult to see any
real policy ideas and initiatives making headway unless it has some
returns in this area.

There has been a lot of talk over recent years about raising the speed limit on motorways to 80mph
something which the majority of the road safety lobby is not in favour but it does find support
amongst much of the public. The motorway network is
becoming somewhat complex with its hard shoulder running
at peak times along with all lane running for the entire
time. We now have an increasing range of speed limits
through motorway roadworks with what was the maximum
of 50mph at times being increased to 60mph. Around 25% of
the motorway network is now smart motorway/all lane
running and there is currently a halt on any new schemes –
so will those motorways which still have a hard shoulder and where it is considered safer to travel
at 80mph see a rise in the speed limit well I would say it’s probably 50/50 erring perhaps towards
no in the next five years.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THINGS TO COME (Continued)
I am really not sure just how much of an
appetite there is for “Graduated Licensing”
which has been talked about now for a
number of years. The number of new drivers
who are predominately young and in the
accepted vulnerable age group has seen a
decline in those being killed and serious
injured over recent years due to a number of
factors. The introduction of “black boxes”
driven by the insurance industry has no doubt
had an effect in kerbing youth exuberance
but equally the number of 17 years old taking
up driving immediately they come of age has
declined with many leaving it until later and
when they do have their licence they are not
driving or owning a car – many because they
just cannot afford to do so and others

recognising
the
importance
of
the
qualification but equally the environmental
damage which cars make a contribution. The
driver 2020 project being conducted by TRL is
looking to bring forward initiatives to assist
with young driver safety and the Road Safety
Statement indicates that more research is to
be done with regard to the impact of GDL.
Currently however all we seem to read is
based on licence restriction post-test whereas
true GDL in my view, if this is the approach
adopted, needs some kind of learning
experience surrounding the carrying of
passengers and driving at night which appears
are the main components emerging at
present.

Twice in the last ten year the question of making changes to the MOT time periods have been
debated and on both occasions it has be agreed to leave things as
they are despite a strong lobby from the motor industry who now
consider that vehicles are safer enough to leave the first test
until the fourth year. Interestingly many feel that if there were to
be any change that it should be applicable every year from the
first anniversary but this is countered by the fact that people
tend in the first three years of owning a new vehicle to have it
serviced more frequently and so any issues would be identified
anyway.
I expect that we will see this issue being raised again this coming decade and my
The first thing we hear at any road safety conference is the fact that whilst we are doing very well
in terms of reducing the overall number of people being injured on the roads, the actual death rate
has not moved for a number of years and this seems
to be very much the picture around the world. We
do seem to focus on the number of killed and
seriously injured but is that a true reflection on how
well we are doing. In many crashes more than one
person is killed and injured and maybe therefore we
need to focus much more of stopping the crash in
the first place and relating the number of injured
people against the number of crashes.
I hope very much that if we do increase the number of police officers in the coming year or so that
we will see more emphasis and training on information gathering so we can gain a greater
understanding about what is happening in crashes and with the impending Roads Policing Review
perhaps this can be part of the focus.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THINGS TO COME (Continued)
Supporting the air quality agenda over the last few years has been the start of removing traffic
from outside of schools – not on
safety grounds but for air quality
purposes – but the fear is that the
areas away from the schools will
become a greater hazard. The
importance of slow moving traffic,
the presence of a large number of
people
congregating
on
the
pavement, parked vehicles and the
school buildings are an important
ingredient in keeping the area free
from people being injured however
chaotic it may look and by removing
these elements, or some of them,
could well give rise to an increased
risk
You either love or hate them but I believe there are going to be more – and I refer
to 20mph limits and 20mph Zones. Everyone wants them outside their front door
but not elsewhere. Calls for it to become the default limit are I would suggest
universally a long way off if ever. Clearly there are places where it is more than
appropriate than others but 20 is plenty gained considerable momentum during the
2010’s and that will continue into the 2020’s for a good few years as those
involved with the campaign will say there is still a great deal to be done.
The high rate of casualties amongst drivers undertaking work based activity
still remains a concern and there are continuing efforts and pressures being
applied to the HSE to make work related crashes reported within the RIDDOR
Regulations when it can be clearly defined as a work related journey.
Whether this will happen or not remains to be seen with some suggesting
that the HSE are becoming more open to the idea.
I am sure that we will see more automation as part of our lives in the coming ten
years along with the increase in electric vehicles, charging points and therefore
automatic transmission in vehicles. Once we can charge a battery at the same rate
as we can fill an tank with fuel or even connectivity which charges as we move the
rate of the revolution will be unstoppable.
On the roads we must get ready for the promised infrastructure revolution if
the government are to deliver their promises as the road network will not
only be subject to major road building but also developments to service
other transport revolutions.

I wish all subscribers and readers a very happy New Year.
Comments and opinions on this review can be sent to graham@grahamfeest.com.
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INSTITUTE OF MASTER TUTORS OF DRIVING (IMTD)
IMTD held its quarterly meeting in Coventry at the beginning of December where a lively audience
were able to listen to presentations by David Crundall, Professor of Traffic and
Transport Psychology of Nottingham Trent University on Hazard Perception and
Prediction and Dr. Sheena Johnson Senior Lecturer in Occupational Psychology of
the Alliance Business School spoke on the subject of Older Professional Drivers
Health and Wellbeing. The final speaker was Lynne Barrie Chairman of the ADI
National Joint Council. Lynne who is a well known leader in the driver training
industry gave an insight into her career. The next meeting meeting is on Sunday
1st March 2020.
If any driver trainer or those who have a close relationship with the driver training industry would
like an invitation to the meeting then please contact Graham Feest (graham@grahamfeest.com) for
more information. There is no initial charge for guests attending IMTD meetings provding they are
sponsored by an existing member which can easily be arranged for those interested.

MOTOR VEHICLES 2022
As of mid-2022, all new cars on the EU market will have to be equipped with advanced safety
systems, the European Council has announced. Under the new rules, all motor vehicles (including
trucks, buses, vans and sport utility vehicles) will have to be equipped with the following safety
features:









intelligent speed assistance
driver drowsiness and attention warning
systems
advanced driver distraction warning
systems
alcohol interlock installation facilitation
emergency stop signals
reversing detection systems
event data recorders
accurate tyre pressure monitoring

Supplementary advanced safety measures will be required for cars and vans. These include:




advanced emergency braking systems
emergency lane-keeping systems
enlarged head impact protection zones capable of mitigating injuries in collisions with
vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists

Additionally, trucks and buses will have to be designed and manufactured in such a way that the
blind spots around the vehicle are significantly reduced. They will also have to be equipped with
advanced systems capable of detecting pedestrians and cyclists located in close proximity to the
vehicle.
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SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE TO SPEED?
Two-thirds of car passengers have felt uncomfortable with speed when driven by a friend or family
member according to new research. The study commissioned by Transport for London (TfL) and
carried out by YouGov also revealed that almost 30 percent of car passengers would feel
uncomfortable asking a friend or family member to slow down.
Stuart Reid, TfL’s Director of the Vision Zero campaign said
“It seems that driving at an unsafe speed has now sadly become socially acceptable and
many people simply don’t think of it as a risk.”

IAM ROADSMART PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
IAM RoadSmart has put together a seven-point plan to ensure road safety
and saving lives returns to the top of the political agenda as we move
forward with a New Government.
Young/New Drivers - We support graduated
driver licensing for new drivers based around
a 12-month minimum learning period plus
extra training interventions in the first year
of solo driving

use of a wider range of tailored interventions
to target specific negative driver and rider
behaviours
Driving for work - IAM RoadSmart believe
road safety at work is a critical health and
safety issue that requires much higher
priority at the Health and Safety Executive.
It should be at the core of good corporate
governance and procurement practice in the
private and public sector

Older Drivers – A demographic time bomb is
ticking and IAM RoadSmart believe we need
an open debate on the best way to maintain
safe mobility in old age. Initially we want to
see the driving licence renewal age raised to
75 with an eye test. GPs should be able to
prescribe a driving assessment and in time
this could become the basis for compulsory
retesting for drivers over 85

Driverless cars - Distraction from new
technology and the training challenges from
the switch to autonomous and connected
vehicles, must be a top research and
legislative priority area. This will help ensure
the safe design and operation of future
mobility solutions

Driver retesting - IAM RoadSmart believe that
periodic refresher courses have the potential
to get road deaths back on a downward
trend.
Research and pilot schemes are
needed to encourage a continuous personal
development approach to enhancing driving
and riding skills

Motorcycling - IAM RoadSmart advanced
riding courses must be more widely
supported, particularly by public bodies,
employers and through schemes such as
'BikeSafe'.
Safer riding, and positive
measures such as allowing motorcycles in all
bus lanes, will allow powered two wheelers
to fulfil their promise as a solution to our
congestion and pollution problems.

Driver Rehabilitation - IAM RoadSmart know
that drink drive rehabilitation courses work
and believe that all drivers convicted of drink
driving should be sent on one unless they
choose to opt out. There is also scope for the
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FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 2019
The Department of Transport has just released its statistical data for the first six months of 2019
which shows there were 880 road deaths in the first half of the year and should this be equalled in
the second part of 2019 it would once again show no real reduction. They do however indicate that
the number of reported crashes over all seem to be continually reducing as we have seen on
annually produced figures in recent years.
We will not see the annual figures for 2019 until around end of July 2020.
REDUCING THE ALCOHOL LIMIT IN ENGLAND AND WALES
There are confusing messages about what the effect of reducing the alcohol limit in Scotland is
telling us and how this is translating into the number of people killed and injured.
A new survey published to mark the fifth anniversary of the drink drive limit being lowered in
Scotland suggests on the one hand that it has led to a
cultural change among the nation’s drivers suggesting
that in general people are generally compliant with the
law and rules of the road. A survey, carried out by
breathalyser firm Alcosense found that two thirds of
respondents said they no longer drive after one
alcoholic drink – whereas prior to the law change they
would have driven after one or two drinks. More than
half also claim to have reduced the amount of alcohol
they drink if they are driving either later the same day
or the following morning. The survey gathered the views
of 1,000 Scottish drivers appears to reveal a positive
view for lowering the limit further with a third of respondents saying the Scottish drink drive limit
should be reduced to zero.
However other research looking at the overall effects of alcohol related deaths gives us another
picture. The lower drink-drive limit of 50mg per 100ml of blood was introduced in Scotland on 5th
December 2014 and early research showed there was a 20% reduction in fatal road crashes in the
first year after the new limit was introduced. However a study published in October 2018 concludes
the reduction to Scotland’s drink-drive limit has had little effect on the level of deaths and crashes
on Scottish roads. Researchers from the University of Strathclyde found that the lower limit for
blood alcohol content (BAC) has not been followed by a statistically significant overall drop in road
fatalities including during peak collision periods at night-time and weekends and I rather fancy that
this has put the brake on England and Wales dropping the alcohol level which has never appeared
to be something that the UK Government has ever been keen to do.
DEFECTIVE VEHICLES
Recent research conducted among 2,100 UK drivers who are members of the RAC Driver Opinion
Panel suggests there could be millions of cars in a ‘less-than-perfect condition’ on UK roads. DfT
figures show 38 fatal collisions were caused by vehicle defects in 2018 and In total vehicle defects
were reported as a contributory factor in 1,392 collisions last year – with brakes (521) and tyres
(459) being the leading causes. Based on the results of the survey the RAC estimates 3.8 million
people could be driving a vehicle which has a mechanical issue.
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PRINCE MICHAEL INTERNATIONAL ROAD SAFETY AWARDS
The celebration of the Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards took place at the Savoy
Hotel in London around mid-December an event not to be missed by those involved in the world of
road safety and casualty reduction. The winners are already aware that they have won awards but
assembly to meet HRH Prince Michael but the unknown is who each year will be the premier award
winner.
Unknown to me at the time this year The Graham Feest Consultancy were privileged to be sitting
on the table alongside the Premier Award Winners with whom I had engaged in conversation during
lunch and who came from the adjoining Counties to me.
FIRE AID was named winner of the prestigious Premier Award. Founded by the Eastern Alliance for
Safe and Sustainable Transport (EASST) FIRE
AID is a non-governmental organisation (NGO)
supported by UK Aid and the FIA Foundation.
FIRE AID brings together ‘like-minded
organisations’
to
improve
post-crash
response, through donations of perfectly
useable (but decommissioned) fire and rescue
equipment and professional training to fire &
rescue services, thereby improving their
ability to respond effectively and their
potential to save lives. At present, FIRE AID
operates in more than 50 countries and has
delivered training to in excess of 5,000 fire
fighters across the globe. Equipment and training is delivered as humanitarian aid to fire & rescue
services in low- and middle-income countries struggling with post-crash response.
The Prince Michael judges described FIRE AID as a ‘practical and cost-effective way’ to improve
post-crash response.
RANDOM DRINK AND DRUG TESTING
Brake believe the setting up of random drink and drug testing – which was introduced in Northern
Ireland in 2016 – would help curb the increasing number of driving related deaths on UK roads and
want to see Police officers in England, Wales and Scotland given new powers to set up vehicle
checkpoints and randomly test drivers for alcohol and drugs.
Their research suggests a visible police presence, combined with
the fear of being caught, is an effective method of improving
compliance among drivers. It also says there is public support for
the move – citing the findings of a survey carried out in partnership
with Direct Line with a majority of those surveyed supporting the
introduction of random testing.
Many of course would argue that the police already have random breath test powers although they
do not include the setting up of checkpoints to pull people over.
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NEW CHAPTER 6 - TRAFFIC SIGNS MANUAL
The traffic signs manual gives guidance on the use of traffic signs and road markings prescribed by
the Traffic Signs Regulations and covers England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. They are
regularly updated generally section by section. The various sections cover the following headline
chapters and frequently get referred to in this way.
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction and legislative
background
Chapter 3 covers Regulatory Signs
Chapter 4 covers Warning Signs
Chapter 5 covers Road Markings
Chapter 6 covers Traffic Control
Chapter 7 covers The Design of Traffic Signs
The Department for Transport (DfT) has just released key
guidance for those designing traffic signal junctions and
crossings on roads with a speed limit of 40 mph and under,
particularly in urban areas all contained under Chapter 6.
The new Chapter 6 is an excellent and comprehensive
document covering in detail both traffic signals in urban
situations and all types pedestrian, cycle and equestrian
crossing. It also provides advice on the design of wig-wag
signals, tram signals and lane control signals.
The Traffic Signs Manual offers advice to traffic authorities and their contractors, designers and
managing agents in the United Kingdom, on the correct use of traffic signs and road markings on
the highway network and the guidance should be used alongside the mandatory requirements set
out in the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 (as amended) (TSRGD).

ELECTRIC VEHICLES ALERT
Trials to begin in London of a new bus sound to ensure all road users are aware of electric and
hybrid buses when they are moving at slow speeds.
The sound will be played while a bus is travelling slower
than 12mph, or when it is reversing or stationary at bus
stops. The pitch of the sound, which has been developed
with input from Guide Dogs for the Blind, London
Travelwatch and other key accessibility, walking and
cycling groups, will vary with the speed of the vehicle.
When travelling above 12mph, TfL says the bus will make
enough noise that an alert is unnecessary.
The trial comes ahead of an artificial sound becoming a regulatory requirement for all new ‘quiet’
running vehicles in 2021.
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REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership is appealing for HGV operators across the UK to take part in a
new survey.
The survey is being conducted by the Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership (LowCVP) as part of its work on a new UltraLow Emissions Truck (ULET) standard.
It seeks to establish what proportion of a truck’s work is typically carried out on city, urban,
regional and motorway routes, how that varies by size and weight of vehicle, and typical
daily/weekly mileages and fuel consumption.
To take part in the survey please go to https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/LowCVP_HGV19
NEW RADAR ACTIVATED SIGNS AIM AT MOTORCYCLISTS
A new ‘radar activated road sign’ has been launched in a bid to reduce collisions and casualties
involving motorcyclists.
In 2018, 354 motorcyclists were killed on roads in Great Britain and
of the 16,700 powered two wheeler rider casualties recorded in
total, 228 occurred due to ‘inadequate or masked signs or road
markings’ or the layout of the road – including tight bends and
blind corners.
TWM Traffic Control Systems – a Manchester-based supplier of LEDintegrated signage – has launched new crash site signage, which
provides a safety alert to motorists and motorcyclists, indicating a
known hazardous area. When a motorcyclist approaches the sign at
a speed over the limit, a ‘THINK’ motorcyclist symbol will
illuminate, along with white LED text reading ‘BACK OFF’. TWM is
now asking local authorities to review signage around known
motorcycle collision hotspots
LOCAL AUTHORITIES WOULD APPEAR NOT TO BE PRACTICING WHAT THEY PREACH
The website Auto Express’s has found that an average of 91.6% of council vehicles use diesel and 62
council fleets consist entirely of diesel vehicles and conclude overall that over 90% of vehicles
operated by local authorities run on diesel despite council efforts to tackle air pollution. It has also
discovered that London authorities are still running 724 non-ULEZ-compliant diesel vehicles.
The findings are based on responses to a freedom of information request from 320 councils in
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Between them these councils operate 66,617
vehicles.
Whilst Councils are willing to make the switch away from Diesel vehicles it would appear that the
vast majority of the types of specialist vehicles councils operate do not have viable electric
alternatives because they simply don’t currently exist.
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TEN SAFEST CARS
The 10 safest cars of 2019 have been revealed by Thatcham Research when taking into
consideration - Five-star Euro NCAP rating and high overall Euro NCAP testing scores across all
categories; Potential sales and affordability – to promote cars bringing safety to the masses and
making a big overall impact on road safety; Standard-fit crash avoidance technology – from
Autonomous Emergency Braking systems that can not only detect other vehicles but also
pedestrians and cyclists, to intuitive Electronic Lane Keeping systems to prevent drivers from
colliding with oncoming vehicles; Driving Assistant Systems such as Adaptive Cruise Control and
Lane Support Systems that combine to reduce fatigue for motorway drivers.


BMW 3 Series: “It’s overall 97% rating in the Adult Occupant Protection category is one of
the highest of the year. Scored 100% in the pole crash which is the most invasive test we
have. Strong sales, especially as a fashionable fleet choice, mean this car with its suite of
standard-fit crash avoidance technologies, will be a common sight on UK roads.”



Mazda 3: “A really good performer in so many areas. Class-leading safety protection in
impacts and some great active safety features, including innovative Driver Monitoring
technology which isn’t included in the current Euro NCAP rating, but will be in the future.”



Mazda CX-30: “It’s 99% rating in the Adult Occupant Protection category – maxing out in the
Full Frontal, Side impact, Pole crash and AEB City tests – was the highest ever seen in Euro
NCAP testing. Class leading active and passive safety.”



Mercedes-Benz B-Class: “Typical of the brand’s attention to safety detail, reinforcing its
reputation of offering safety as standard across its model range. A great choice for small
families.”



Mercedes-Benz CLA: “Its 90% average score across all Euro NCAP categories is the best of
2019. From a pop-up bonnet to protect pedestrians and cyclists in the event of a collision,
to one of the best intelligent Speed Assistance Systems tested, this car is a very safe bet.”



Seat Tarraco: “Another Volkswagen group SUV, this time in the large segment. Offers safety
at a reasonable price point. Good performance for its driver assistance technologies, with
strong AEB and Lane Support System scores. If you’re in the market for a big SUV, this car is
one of the safest you can buy.”



Škoda Scala: “Maximum safety, on a minimal budget. The Škoda Scala shows strong
performance across the board – rating highly on passive and active safety protection. One
of the safest small cars available in 2019.”



Tesla Model 3: “Achieved the highest overall score in Euro NCAP’s Safety Assist category –
and by some distance. It scored maximum points in our Lane Support System tests too,
showing that a well-designed system can protect motorists without hindering the driving
experience.”



Volkswagen Golf 8: “The top selling Volkswagen Golf 8 comes with an admirable number of
standard-fit safety technologies, including AEB and a Lane Support System and also some
great driving assistant systems including Electronic Lane Keeping.”



Volkswagen T-Cross: “The small crossover segment is one of the most popular and is
growing fast. The usual high-performance expected of new Volkswagen cars in impact
testing, but also great active safety technology fitted as standard, including a Lane Support
System which not only helps to prevent drivers from inadvertently drifting out of lane, but
will also intervene in more critical situations.”

(List in alphabetical order)
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VIRTUAL REALITY HAZARD PERCEPTION TESTS
New evidence suggests virtual reality (VR) hazard perception tests are superior to traditional singlescreen presentation methods. This is the headline
findings from some research by Nottingham Trent
University in partnership with the RAC Foundation,
the Road Safety Trust and the Driver and Vehicle
Standards Agency.
The research found that the gap between
experienced and learner driver scores widened when
they use the VR headsets as a result of the
experienced drivers improving their performance.
The hazard perception test has been part of the
driver licensing procedure since 2002 and involves
learner drivers watching a video and pressing a
button every time they see a hazard - the earlier
they identify the hazard, the more points they get. A
2016 study (Horswill) credited the test with reducing
the number of damage-only collisions by 8,535 per
year, as well as resulting in 1,076 fewer injury
collisions a year.
Prof David Crundall of Nottingham Trent University said:
“We finally have the evidence that suggests
perhaps we can definitively say VR shows
superiority over more traditional presentation
methods of hazard perception testing. We
know that when you just pass the test you
have at least a three times higher chance of
having a collision. We know that learner
drivers are unskilled in things like hazard
perception. So we expect the experienced
drivers to score higher than the learner
drivers,’ he explained. The really exciting
thing is when we move into VR we see the
gap between the experienced drivers and

learner drivers has grown which suggests that
moving to VR has been beneficial in terms of
making the test better. It is now tapping into
the driving skills and underlying hazard
perception skills which are representative of
the skills we are trying to measure. The wider
gap is born out of the experienced drivers
getting much better. I think when we get
experienced drivers in front of a single screen
hazard perception test we limit them by the
boundaries of that screen – they can’t look
where they want to look.”

The research is unlikely to impact the actual driving test as 5-10% of people feel nausea when in a
VR headset and the testing is very expensive to create. However it could be useful for commercial
operators in boosting driving skills and carrying out internal learning programmes such as cycling
awareness. The delivery group UPS already uses VR training.
SAFER PEOPLE VEHICLES ROADS 2020
Details regard the Safer People Vehicles and Roads 2020 conference style events at Newmarket
And Bristol can be found at www.grahamfeest.com
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RESTRICTING DRIVERS IS NOT THE ANSWER
Carrington Howard takes issue with the idea of introducing restrictions on newly qualified driver
It is with very much regret that whichever way you like to look at it - learning to drive is orientated
to passing the driving test and everything is based around that
no matter how much we hear from trainers who say they teach
people to be drivers and not just to pass the test. Excuses from
trainers that this is what the pupil wants should not be used as
a reason for not teaching people to drive properly. I find it
unforgiving that if something is not to be tested some trainers
will not teach people how to do it. The UK driving test and the
preparations which are required bring the majority to a safe
standard and we know through the pass rate that only those
who demonstrate a reasonable level of skill and aptitude
actually succeed. The British driving test is highly regarded
throughout the world as being one of if not the best despite its shortcomings according to many
people.
There is however a difference between teaching
someone to drive and teaching them to be a
driver. I learned to drive to a reasonable level in
around half an hour. I had never driven before my
first lesson and after a cockpit drill he told me
how to start the car and move off and within 25
yards I had to turn left and around 50 yards turn
right from the main road into the side road, left
again and then 250 yards or so before going round

the roundabout taking the third exit. By the end of
the hour lesson I was brought through the main
street of the town via a set of traffic light, another
round a bout and eventually some lefts and rights
before landing at home. The next lesson revised all
that and then it was reversing round a corner and
turning in the road. QED job done I could now
drive the car.

But was I a driver at that point? In fact I had a good number of lessons before eventually taking my
driving test and was one of the lucky ones to pass first time!
Of course that was in the latter sixties and things are a lot different now in terms of the
requirements, road layouts and traffic although let’s be fair the fundamentals with a few add on
and adjustments over the years remain much the same.
I look back now and think – well I learned to drive
on a Vauxhall Viva and that was the only car I
drove before taking my test. At home we had a
van which my father used for business, a Bedford
Campervan which my father hired out and a car.
These were all nothing like I had driven whilst
learning to drive. All much bigger in mass, controls
in a different place and in those days some had the
indicators on a switch and others on the steering
column but not standard so they could be on either

side of the wheel. Some started with the flick of
the key whilst others needed switching on and
then the push of a button. I could go on but the
point is all I had was the experience of driving one
car a Vauxhall Viva. It was like starting again.
Whilst in some respects things are much more
standard these days many learners graduate only
having driven the trainer’s car which invariably is
smaller in mass than the family car.

Like many my first experience on my own was very scary – not because I had not
been prepared well in the actual driving task but here I was driving a vehicle I had never driven
before and I was on my own. Of course once I had overcome that stage of the process for the first
time I felt much more proficient and capable. Very early on in my driving career in one of the
family vehicles I found myself having to make my way home in the dark – I had never driven in the
dark before. I was on my own with no one to guide me. Next time out and friends who wanted a lift
and so I obliged and suddenly I was driving with three other people in the car (one in the front and
two in the back)
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RESTRICTING DRIVERS IS NOT THE ANSWER (Continued)
Up until that point the only person I had every had as a passenger was the driver trainer or
examiner and without any previous experience I soon realised that the car was somehow performing
in a different way but I had never been taught to compensate for this. My first encounter with a
motorway was again on my own and the only information I had was from what I had learned from
the Highway Code and my first drive on the M1 was not only my first experience of being on a
motorway but I was driving as what one might regard as a novice driver with a car full of
passengers.
What was the problem then?
Well in the course of my driving lessons – I had learned on one car
and never driven anything else, never had passengers in the car to
understand the changing dynamics which that presents, never driven
at night or for that matter in the dusk and never been on a motorway
and really nothing has changed today very much.
I know that we now permit learners to go on Motorways under the
supervision of a driver trainer but that is very hit and miss and there
are more drivers who pass their test and have never been on one and
motorways have come a long way and are now no longer just a
two/three/lanes with a hard shoulder. It is rare for a learner to have
a complete lesson in the dark to experience lit roads, unlit roads,
rural and urban roads and being dazzled by on coming vehicles
leaning what to do and how different it is to drive in the dark. The
first time many learners experience a passenger in the back of the
car in when they ask the driver trainer to accompany them on test
and when they pass that test they still have only ever driven one
vehicle which is no doubt smaller in mass than the family car.

“I had learned on
one car and never
driven anything
else, never had
passengers in the
car to understand
the changing
dynamics which
that presents,
never driven at
night or for that
matter in the dusk
and never been on
a motorway”

So what do we currently believe is the answer?
So what are we to do – well the idea of what is termed “Graduated Licensing” which in my opinion
is the wrong term given the current proposals that have been voiced is to take away from the newly
qualified drivers the things which cause the problems for a period such as passengers in cars and
night time driving for a period and after that period say OK you can now do these things. What is
the point of doing that if they still have had no learning experiences about these issues which we
are told account for a large number of road deaths amongst newly qualified drivers? In fact this is
not graduated licensing it is restricted licensing which gives rise to the debate as to how long the
restrictions should be in place and how is it to be enforced and monitored. In addition if the aim is
to give newly qualified drivers a period of gaining experience before they tackle some of the more
difficult tasks of driving just how do we monitor effectively that period of restriction and any
driving experience gained.
I am always sceptical about other countries who have such schemes in place as whilst they report
positive results in terms of casualty reduction whilst restrictions are in place anecdotally once any
restrictions are lifted it is a different story and in any case if you stop people doing something for a
given period you are bound to get positive results.
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So is there a better way?
Well I say yes there is
Firstly we need to get learners to experience more than one vehicle during the learning period and

this could be achieved by driver trainers working in registered groups rather than in isolation (I am
not saying here that they should not have the privilege of being self- employed and recruiting
their own pupils) Just like a GP practice where you are registered with one GP but you might well
see another. The difference here would be that during the course of the learning period whilst
assigned to one specific trainer for the majority of the time the learner would have to evidence
that they had also driven with different trainers in different cars. Also here a requirement would be
that the driver training grouping would have a range of different cars.
Secondly with driver trainers working in this way they also could share pupils around in a way in
which a trainer takes out three pupils in a car for a three hour lesson period from time to time
switching them around in terms of driving. The trainer could then involve the others in conversation
when safe to do so – so the driver of the time gets the feel of having people in the back chatting
away.
Thirdly we really need to deal with the training of people in the dark or at night when the use of

lights are required. This way they can be taught properly what to do if dazzled by an oncoming
vehicle, the use of headlights and full beam and they have the chance to experience any
disorientation which driving in the dark brings to the actual driving task.
Lastly we should not permit anyone to go onto the motorway without receiving some form of
training whether that takes place pre or post-test. In that way we will be able to build properly a
generation of drivers who have had some motorway tuition.
All these parts could be signed off by an ADI and will deal with some of the areas which give rise to
concerns about new drivers and their higher collision rates and do away with the need for
restricting drivers and answer the issues in a more positive manner than the current suggestions.
Comments and opinions on this article and the whole issue of GDL can be sent to
graham@grahamfeest.com. The current Road Safety Statement is committed to looking at the
whole issue of GDL and so gathering opinion would be very useful.
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BLUE BADGE SCHEME
Thousands of people with Parkinson’s, dementia, epilepsy and other
‘invisible’ disabilities have gained access to the benefits from Blue Badges
under new rules introduced last summer. In the first 3 months, new figures
show, 12,299 new badges – around 130 a day – were granted to people who
cannot walk as part of a journey without considerable psychological distress
or the risk of serious harm, as well as to people with a non-visible disability.
The new rules widened the eligibility criteria to ensure that people with ‘invisible’ disabilities are
not disadvantaged. The badges help people access shops and services, by enabling them to park
closer to their destinations. Ahead of the change, DfT issued new guidance to councils in England
on Blue Badge parking permit eligibility, and launched in August a new online eligibility checker to
make the scheme clearer for people before they apply. While the new criteria gives clear and
consistent guidelines on Blue Badge eligibility for the whole of England, not everyone with nonvisible disabilities will qualify for a badge. Local authorities decide if an applicant meets the
eligibility criteria, as is currently the case and they may need to review on street parking provision
to increase the number of spaces, both in terms of the availability of disabled parking, and the
overall number of parking spaces if disabled spaces take up other existing parking spaces.
NEW POTHOLE REPAIR METHOD
Neath Port Talbot have been trialling a new pothole repair method which uses a thermoplastic
based substance instead of traditional tarmac with initial results suggest the use of the new
material could be faster, cleaner and less expensive compared to traditional methods.
In the trial two hundred and fifteen square
metres was repaired in around two days using
approximately three tonnes of material which
had it have been undertaken with the
traditional ‘excavate and reinstate’ method this
would have taken considerably longer and would
have needed approximately 21 tonnes of
tarmac. The cost of the new material is higher
than traditional hot tarmac but in the trials
carried out in the coverage area per tonne
worked out around seven times greater, making
it overall, less expensive to use with roads and
footways being repaired within just 20-30
minutes of being laid.
The Council will now continue to evaluate the new repair system following the successful trials for
its sustainability and performance.

CALL FOR ZERO TOLERANCE
Brake are calling on the Government to introduce a zero tolerance drink drive limit after a report
by the European Transport Safety Council (ETSC) revealed that its introduction across the EU could
help save 5,000 lives.
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IMPORTANCE OF HIGHWAY AUTHORITIES REACTING TO REPORTS
A highway Authority has been found guilty of breaching Section 3(1) of Health and Safety at Work
etc Act 1974 and has been fined £1.4m and ordered
to pay full costs of £130,632 after a six-year-old girl
playing on an unsecured street bollard suffered a
life-changing head injury.
The Crown Court heard how, on 28 December 2015,
the girl climbed onto the cast iron hinged bollard on
a cobbled pedestrianised street. The bollard fell to
the ground taking the child with it. As a result, she
suffered serious, life-changing head injuries that
were initially life-threatening and spent six months
in hospital in a critical condition. The extent of her
brain injury will not be fully known until her brain
has matured.
The investigation by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) found the bollard which weighed
approximately 69kg was damaged and not appropriately secured and that this matter had been
reported to the Highway Authority prior to the incident..
The HSE inspector said:
“Councils have a duty to adequately assess and control risks to members of the public from street
furniture.”
ROADS POLICING
The 2 year review announced to take place in mid-2019, jointly funded by the Department for
Transport and Highways England has begun and will look at how roads policing currently works, its
effectiveness, and where improvements could be made or gaps bridged in the hope of improving
road safety.
Early in 2019 the then Road Safety Minister said:
“We have strong laws in place to ensure
people are kept safe on our roads at all
times. But roads policing is a key deterrent in
stopping drivers breaking the law and risking
their and other people’s lives. This review
will not only highlight where police forces are
doing good work, it will show what more can
be done to improve road safety.”
The review will also look at how the police and different agencies work together, the information
they share and how improvements may increase capability and capacity. Along with this it will also
consider how best to police roads in rural and urban areas and the strategic road network.
The review is scheduled to end in 2020 when the findings will be published.
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